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17:00 LINGFIELD (A.W.),  7f 

Bet At Blue Square On Your Mobile Handicap (Class 6) (3YO only) 

No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (6) 852857- KING'S FUTURE 90 
b g King's Best - Las Beatas

3 9 - 7 Jim Crowley
J Akehurst

60

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black disc, hooped sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Matched form of runner-up effort in a 6f Kempton maiden when fifth in a 7f
handicap at that track in November, but well below par both runs either side of that and 3-
month break not ideal.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

2 (12) 55546-3 PURPLE AFFAIR (IRE) 11 
gr g Clodovil - Akariyda

3 9 - 7 Ryan Powell (3)
J S Moore

60

Jockey Colours: Purple, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Better than bare result on back of a 6-month break and gelding operation
when third in a 7f Kempton handicap recently. Wouldn't need to improve much more in order
to take a hand.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

3 (3) 358-332 FIRST BID 8 
b c Kyllachy - Toucantini

3 9 - 7b Freddie Tylicki
J G Given

60

Jockey Colours: Black, grey chevron, black sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap
Timeform says: Matched form of juvenile selling win when placed last 3 starts in AW
handicaps at up to 1m. Rallied well when going down narrowly at Southwell last time and
ought to make presence felt once more.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

4 (13) 070-4 SOURCE OF LIGHT (IRE) 19 
b f Diamond Green - Alycus

3 9 - 5 Stephen Craine
D M Loughnane

58

Jockey Colours: Pink, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, emerald green cap
Timeform says: Gradually going the right way in maidens, not unduly knocked about when
fourth at Wolverhampton (8.6f) earlier in the month. May have more to offer now going
handicapping, but wide draw no help.  (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

5 (9) 0595- TECTONIC (IRE) 95 
b g Dylan Thomas - Pine Chip

3 9 - 5p1 Joshua Crane (7)
C A Dwyer

58

Jockey Colours: Orange and white (quartered), orange sleeves
Timeform says: Well bred, but failed to offer much for a couple of top yard's prior to
unconvincing start for this trainer in November and bit to prove now tried in cheekpieces on
handicap bow.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

6 (10) 7903-1 DRINMOY LAD (IRE) 41 
b g Kheleyf - Dafalia

3 9 - 4 Martin Harley
M McElhone

57

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, orange hoop, white sleeves, emerald green and orange striped cap
Timeform says: Stepped up on previous form when third in a 6f polytrack handicap in
November. Further progress when bagging a similar event over 5f at Southwell last month
and claims if staying this far.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

7 (8) 5824-73 FINALIST 19 
b f Avonbridge - High Finale

3 9 - 3b Paul Booth (7)
D K Ivory

56

Jockey Colours: Yellow, white hoop and armlets, white and yellow check cap
Timeform says: Maiden who ran respectably when making the frame in a couple of 6f
handicaps at Kempton, but no improvement dropped in grade last twice, including over this
trip last time.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 
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8 (11) 3666-55 UMPH (IRE) 25 
b g Kodiac - Baraloti

3 9 - 3v R Thomas
P D Evans

56

Jockey Colours: Pink, black chevron, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap, black diamond
Timeform says: Regressed as a juvenile. No real signs of turning the corner both comeback
runs after a break in recent weeks, including in a handicap last time and yet to prove he stays
this far.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

9 (7) 6-57312 LANA (IRE) 9 CD 
b f Amadeus Wolf - Carn Lady

3 9 - 3 Matthew Cosham
(5)
P D Evans

56

Jockey Colours: Pink, black sleeves, pink diamonds
Timeform says: Benefited from step up to 7f when shedding maiden tag over C&D in
January. Just as good in defeat when runner-up off this mark at Wolverhampton recently and
ought to be thereabouts once more.  (Forecast 7.50)

Notes: 

10 (5) 5668 SWEETEST FRIEND (IRE) 7 
b f Holy Roman Emperor - Royal Devotion

3 9 - 2p W A Carson
J S Moore

55

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, emerald
green cap
Timeform says: Hinted at ability in maidens at up to 1m. Excuses when bumped at start on
handicap bow last week, and surprising if she isn't capable of better in this sphere at some
stage.  (Forecast 21.00)

Notes: 

11 (4) 035- SEA ANEMONE 55 
b f Phoenix Reach - Seaflower Reef

3 9 - 2 David Probert
A M Balding

55

Jockey Colours: Black, gold cross and stripe on cap
Timeform says: Stepped up on debut when third in a C&D claimer in December, but unable
to build on that in a Kempton claimer last time and opening mark plenty stiff enough now
going handicapping.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

12
(14)

25-4522 SONGBIRD BLUES 11 
b f Beat All - Billie Holiday

3 9 - 0 Hayley Turner
M D I Usher

53

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and yellow (halved), diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Winning turn not far away judged on recent runner-up efforts in 7f polytrack
handicaps, finishing just in front of Purple Affair at Kempton recently, but outside stall not
easy to overcome.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

13 (1) 07609-4 EMIRATES JACK (IRE) 15 BF 
b g Red Clubs - Lady Windley

3 8 - 13 Martin Lane
D M Simcock

52

Jockey Colours: Red, white epaulets, white sleeves, red stars, quartered cap
Timeform says: Hinted at promise in various company for George Baker, but found wanting
when the money was down in a 1m Southwell handicap for this yard recently and running out
of excuses now.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

14 (2) 0967-7 HERE COMES JEANIE 41 
b f Act One - Full English

3 8 - 11 J Goldstein
M Madgwick

50

Jockey Colours: Light green, yellow star, dark green sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Limited impact all 4 starts in maidens. Found less than seemed likely
switched to a handicap at Kempton (1m) last month and much more required if she is to take
a hand.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: C&D winner Lana took another step in the right direction when second at
Wolverhampton last week and looks the best option in a competitive finale. Purple Affair and First Bid
make up the shortlist.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: LANA 
2: PURPLE AFFAIR 
3: FIRST BID


